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In 2001 my mother visited us in Cambridge

and, walking to church one Sunday, fell and

broke her hip. From then on she died slowly and

painfully over the next four and a half  years.

The pain was not physical so much as

psychological, as she gradually lost all her

freedom. As I watched her die, I prayed that I

would not live into a similarly long and (through

no fault of  her own) increasingly incapacitated

old-age, a burden to my wife and family, and an

embarrassment to my friends, ‘Sans teeth, sans

eyes, sans taste, sans everything’. I once said to the

churchwardens at St Andrew the Great that I



did not want to live to be a problem to those

who cared for me: bad-tempered, irritable,

snapping orders at my wife, Fiona, while she

pushed me around in a wheelchair. One of  the

wardens replied that the only change would be

the wheelchair!

Cancer

In the spring of  2007, while on sabbatical in

New Zealand, I first had pains roughly in the

area of  the gallbladder, which led eventually to

going into Addenbrooke’s Hospital in December

2008 to have the gallbladder removed. But when

he went in to do so,

the surgeon found

cancer which had

invaded the liver,

originating in the gallbladder. It was past

surgical solution and radiotherapy, and there

was apparently no effective chemotherapy

regime to cure gallbladder cancer. The

oncologist estimated I might have six to nine
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months to live. My prayer when my mother died

had been answered. I said to the surgeon when

he broke the news, that what he had just told me

was, for a Christian

believer, not bad

news but good; it

was not the end of

the story, but the

beginning. (And I saw an imaginary speech

bubble appear above his head, saying, “This

man is in total denial!”)

But I have lived 62 years of  very happy life

on the earth and, for over 40 of  them, Jesus has

been my Lord and my Saviour. So I can have no

regrets. My main reaction was then, and

remains now, one of  gratitude. God has done all

things well, and I believe he is doing this thing

well too. He is taking me back to himself  when I

have all my faculties, when I am still active in

ministry, when my family have reached
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independence with their own spouses and

careers, and when my wife still has the energy

and vitality to face a new life-stage.

Inevitable worries

There are inevitable worries. The financial

provision for my wife as a clergy widow is bad

(largely my own fault). Despite my huge

inadequacies as a husband and a father, I fear

my close family will miss me. But, taking all

things into account, it is not a bad time to die.

And I have had warning. Once you have

been told you are going to die, the months that

follow are a very

good time

spiritually. The

news is a spiritual

tonic. “The long
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habit of  living indisposeth us for dying”, wrote

Sir Thomas Browne; and for me as a Christian

that had certainly become true. In many ways,

I was more ready to die on February 8 th 1968

as a 20-year old, the day after my conversion,

than I was in 2008 — 40 years later. 

But the warning I have now received has

changed that. I can now see that much of

what I have strived for and much of  what I

have allowed to fill my life these 40 years has

been of  dubious value. I am not now going to

gain any further reputation or achieve

anything more of  significance, and I realise

how little that matters. As I start to clear up

my effects, I recognise how I have allowed

them to clutter my life and how little I have

actually needed them. While I would love to

have provided better financially for my wife, I

know that being ‘comfortably provided for’

will be of  no spiritual help to her in the years

ahead.
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While physical things spoil and go dim,

spiritual things grow brighter and clearer. I see

my sin very clearly. I see how much it still

controls my life. I think how little time I have

got left to make further progress against my

pride, my irritability, my grumpiness, my

selfishness. I need to keep short accounts now,

because I may never have time to make amends

or apology in this

life. The Bible

speaks to me about

this with ever

greater authority

and relevance. Each day as I open it, God

speaks straight into my heart by His Word. And

it tells me of  what lies beyond this life. I can see

the end of  life. It looms over the horizon, and I

am encouraged to think it will not now be long

before I am there. As the distance between me

and the finishing line decreases, I am

encouraged to believe more strongly that I
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will make it. I know it is God’s work and not

mine that will get me there, but it is still

reassuring to know that the time is short and

the opportunity to fall into gross sin is

diminishing. I have less and less chance to

betray our calling in some way, and I am

comforted by that thought. I have always

been aware of  the huge depth of  depravity of

my own heart and the threat that poses to me

every day. Now there are many fewer days

left to face that threat than I thought.

Hope in the face of death

Opportunities to tell others about Jesus

have now also become clearer and more urgent.

Our age is so devoid of  hope in the face of

death that the topic has become

unmentionable. But once you have had the

news I have had, it rears its head whether you

want it to or not. I have learnt to go about it

gently after a trip to a hairdresser in

Eastbourne. The girl cutting my hair asked me
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how I was and I replied that I had been told

that I had got just a few more months to live.

I could not get another word out of  her for

the rest of  the haircut!

But people’s dread of  death does not

mean that they do not need to think about it,

and that they are

not aware that it is

where every life

ends. To share the

hope of  eternal life

is a wonderful privilege, particularly when it

is apparent to the non-believer that eternal

life is a reality to you, the believer. I have not

done well at sharing this hope, but I am so

grateful for opportunities to do it a little

more boldly as my own death approaches. I

have no excuse for not seizing them.
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